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PREFACE 

The Third Annual Houston Conference on Computer 
and System Science was held on April 26 and 27, 1971, at 
the University Center, Universiby of Houston. The papers 
describe new results in various fields in computer and 
system science: computer systems, computer languages and 
programming, switching and logical design, control systems, 
biological control, communication sciences, artificial 
intelligence, patternrecogn:i.tion; computer' simulation, 
computer graphics, and biomedical applications of computer 
and system science. 

I would like to thank Dean C. V. Kirkpatrick of 
Cullen College of Engineering and Dr. D. R. Williarns, Chairman 
of the Electrical Engineering Department, for their encourage
ment and support. Also, I would like to thank Professor 
L. A. Zadeh who organized the session "Frontiers of .Com-
puter and System Science" and the Houst9n Engineering Research 
Corporation (HERCO), particularly, Mr. A. H. McMorris, 
Senior Vice President, who provided the, interactive graphic 
CRT demonstration for the Conference, and' Professors W. 
L. Anderson, J. K. Aggarwal, R. R. Mobler, and J. B. Wyatt, 
Director of Computing Center; and many Electrical Engineering 
faculties for their eithusiastic support. Special thanks 
are due Mrs. Linda Vasquez who assisted with conference 
arrangements and the editing of this' proceedings. Finally, 
it gives me pleasure to acknowledge the encouragement and 
invaluable suggestions of Professor M. E. Van Valkenburg 
during the preparation of the Conference. 

:'" .. 

Samuel C. Lee 
Conference Chairman 
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DALE'A. AUSfiERMAN*, S. ,.1.i 'DWYER, Ill, PH.D.*, G. S. LODWICK,M.D.** 
*Department of Electr'i<;!al' Engineering ,**Departmetitof' Radiology 
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ABSTRACT 
A system has been ~esigned, built~ and utilized for digital image 

scanning, strirage, and display of pictorial images. The system described 
was'built specifically for processing meciicalradiographs, but can be 
used for any images'which are in a suitable 'form. , Major system'compo
nents, incluqe two separate digitization devices, a controlling computer, 
an image library, and three distinct display devices. 

The two digitization devices (scanners) incJ:ude a flying-spot scan
ner and an image dissector scanner. The three image display devices used 
are a Dicomed image display, a conventionai CRT device, and a newly de
signed, high resolution, 'high tonal TV'display that involves high speed 
disc storage and includes interactive capabilities. Varioustradeoffs 
are present when one is to choose which of the various devices to use in 
a particular application.' These relative advantages and limitations will 
be considered in this paper. 

The control computer is a Systems Engineering Laboratory (SEL) 840A. 
It is a small' scale machine that includes digital to analog, analog to 

'digit;;:ll, and digital to digital channels in its data acquisition system. 
The'control programs are written in SEL Mnembler(Assembler) language and 
their makeup will be considered here. 

Sets of magnetic, tapes make up the image library. They are avail
able to researchers covering a wide range of image proceSSing applications. 
An indexing system that allows researchers to effectively select images 
has been implemented~ making this system an effective tool for generating 

- large quantities of ~igital images for computer analysis. 
Finally, the system has the capabilities of performing several ele

mentary image analysis procedures which are desirable to include in an on
line fashion~ Some of these are mentioned. 

INTRODUCTION 
Dur1.,ns the past five years there has been a tremendous upsurge of in

terest in computer analYSis of digital imagery. This interest has ranged 
from cormttunications applications and resulting studies of bandwidth com
pression(I,2,3), to image enhancement techniques (4,5), and more recently 
has incl.ded some highly successful medic,al app:hications (6,7). There has 
been a similar increase in the availability of equipment and instrumenta
tion to perform the tasks of image digitization (scanning) and image dis
play. It is not always apparent, however, ju.st what equipment is neces
sary foria particular application. The Image Analysis Laboratory at the 
UniversifY of ' Missouri-Co lllmbi a (IAL/UMC) has designed, built, and utilized 
a system for the digitization, storage, and redisplay of digital images 
which incorporates a variety of scanning and display devices. The rela
tive features of these devices as well as the type of control programming 
required by them is the subject of this discussion. The system has proven 
itself an effective tool for generating quantities of digital images for 
computer analysis. 



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The syst~ as depict~ in Figure 1 perf~rms three categories Qf oper

ations: (1) tbe conversio~ of,images. in th~ fQrm,of filn;t transpaz:encies 
into digital arrays of numbers;,(~) the stor~ng,of ,these at;rays in an or
derly fashion to facilitate retieival for use ,by researc,hers; and (3) the 
redisplay of these and other picture arrays either to produce a photograhic 
copy or'for direct viewing. The conversion of film to numbers is accom
plished either by ,a flying spot scann~r (FSS) or an image dissector scan
ner (IDS) which utilizes ~n image dissec~or. famera ~n tl1e" digit~z.~tion. 
Both of these devices operate under the cont'(ol Qf an SEL 840A digital 
computer which also handles the flow of data'ftom, scanner' to magn~tic tape 
unit. , " ' 

The.digital images are recorded on 800 BPI'magnetic tape during the 
scanning process" becoming permanent ent'ries in tbe image library which 
lAL/UMC has generated. The library at present consists of several hundred 
digital images storeg on IBM-compatible magnetic tape in a spe~ial library 
format that facilitates locating and using every entry in the library., An 
identification record containing scanning parameters,and content informa
tion is written at the beginning of each image on, a library tape. A li
brary index in punched card form contains identical information and is up
dated as new images are recorded. Line printer copies of" this cross-ref-

. er~nced index are distributed to all users or prospective users of the 
image library. Through the use of this library digital imagery becomes 
available 'to any person at IAL/UMC who needs data for image analysis work. 

The third function which the system performs it? the r,econstruction 
of real images from digital form. Three separate devices accomplish this. 
The first device is a Hewlett Pack~rd l300A X-Y display scope with a z-axis 
input. Second is a Dicomed/30 Image Display,manufactured by Dicomed Cor
poration of ~inneapolis. The third ,device is a new type of digital image 
display which was developed at IAL/lrMC. It utiiizes a'high speed disc 
memory which is filled at slow data rates, then dumped at high data rates 
as video information to a high resolution, high tonal televisi9n monitor 
display. Another distinguishing feature of this device is its interactive 
capabilities. Through the use of a joystick the operator mqy extr?ct cer
tain features of the displayed image and enter these into the computer. 

Central to the operation of both scanni~g and display dev~ces~ the 
SEL 840A digital computer acts as controller and informa,tion channel for 
the system. The SEL 840A is a small scale computer with a me~ory cycle 
time of 1.75 microseconds and l6K of 24 bit word memory. A minicomputer 
could also perform the necessary tasks. An IBM compatible tape drive is 
necessary for library creation. 

DIGITIZATION DEVICES 
Flying Spot Scanner (FSS) , 

The flying spot scanner has seen wide use as an image, digitizer. 
Serving as two devices in one, the FSS can also reconstruct hard copy photo
graphic images from digital form. For this reason the FSS is sometimes 
chosen as both the digitizing and reconstruction ins,trumentin many image 
analysis applications. 

The basic components of an. FSS system are shown in Figure 2. When 
the transmittance at a pair of particular coordinates on the film is to 
be measured, a dot is illuminated on the CRT at a corresponding location. 
The position of the dot is controlled by X and Y deflection voltages which 
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are usually generated by digital-to-analog converters. At IAL/UMC these 
chnverters.\lre an intest"a.ipa~t. of the:SELiCtimpnterData AcquisHion 
~ys,tem whi(!hoperateS' aQ" a {ler:tphe:ral'devi.e~' to tt,te' SEL 840A. An image 

, ,0.£ 'the c~puter-'positioned.' 40t of: light ls focntled npon the film by the 
lens. , The amount" of 'ligpt ,assit,lS:~h:tougli-"tbl{'f:Utnis ine~sured by a 

, photomul~ip~'ier t'ube' posi~ib~ed behind' th~:' film~ " This~'signal contains 
some ~rror due to the fac'f that the' brightne~s "of the dot is not entirely 
unifonnover the surfac~ of the eaT.' To 'account for this"ert"or the beam 
is interrupted by a beamsplitter and the intensity of the dot1.s measured 
by a second photolUultiplier. Both signals from the photomulHplier tubes 
contidn a good deal' of el~ctron shot hoise.'This ;mu9t' be remaved by ex
tensivefiltering prior to'analog..:to..:digit~l'coil\re!rsion qf the signals. 
The'ratio' of transmitted signalt9 reference signal t calculated"etther 
digitally or by analog techniques, is the quantity of interest. This 
mea'surement is repeatetf"rapldly 'fo~ ali o!'the"locad,ons in th<= picture 
raster. ' , 

'1'0 reconstruct photographs from digital images, tmexpos{,d film is 
placed in the FSSand the dot intensity and position arecoritrolled so as 
to expose the film. The reference ph'ritomtiltiplier measures the amount of 
exposure that the film is receiving. 

, Factors affecting- the resolution or ability to'delin(;at,· fi.,., detail 
of a flying-spot scanner system include caT spot size, lens rbolution, 
film image contrast and sharpness, and phototube sigrial-to~li.:j,;e'ratio 
(SNR) '(8). The res61udbn obtaitled in an FSS system seetns to be propor
tionalto the cost spent in constructing the device. 'An inexpensive, low 
resolution FSS has been implemented at IAL/UMC. It will scan 3" x 3" film 
size at a limiting resolution of 256 samples across the film. This has 
proven quite sufficient for low-resolution image analysis applications. 
Very high resolution has been attained elsewhere but at a tremendous in
crease in cost (8). 

An important advantage of an FSS system is that color image scanning 
and reconstruction can be handled very easily. By the use of a "white" 
light-producing phosphor, suitable filters, an4 multiple scanning tech
niques, color images ,can be stored and reconstructed. This capability -is 
mandatory' for image analysiS when image color is an important feature. 
The ability to include a reference photomultiplier for real-time nun-uni
formity correction is 'another definite advantage. This type of compensa~ 
tion cannot be achieved with- sOme scanning devices. Additional advantages 
include high obtainable resolution and the ability to scan V'i!.J:j small "for
mat films. A disadvantage of the FSS system is that it is difficult to 
scan large format films such as full size" DtEfdical rad!ographs. 
Image Dissector Scanner' (IDS) 

The image dissector 'scanner (Figure 7) is, -the second and most flex
ible digitization device utilized at IAL/UNe. The distinguishing compo
nent of the IDSsystem'as depicted in Figure 3 is the vitiissectllr camera,' 
manufactured by International Telephone and Telegraph Industrial· Labora
tories. The camera employs an imagedissectd~tube to sample the input 
ima'ge. 

The image dissector has been described asa photomultiplier with a 
small electronically movable photG'Cathode area,' thus8!Ct:ingas an all
electronic low-inertia microphotometer (9). 'The image to be scaimed is 
focused by the camera lens onto a 1-.75 inch circular photocathode. Elec-
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trons ,are emitted from the b~~k of ~pe photo~athode, forming an ~lectronic 
image with c;,uxrent density aodulated accorQing to. the :f.,mage input. The 

. electron. image,,: foc\.l.s~d by maguetic deflect:ion, f~i1is upon an aperture 
plan~ at, the oth~r. en4. of th.e,drift tube. The aperture "samples" the im
age by allowing, only a sJlW,.ll, well d~f~n~d' a,rea of the elect;ro'n image tq 

. pass through. .The sample4 photoelectrons are then m\,lli:.iplie~ by an elec
tron muitiplier by a';f~ctor of approximately 5 x 105 • The entire electron 
image is deflected allowing the aperture' to sample differen.t :points in the 
picture. ' . 

At IAL/UMC' the; input image is a medical radiograph measur'ing l3~ by l3~ 
inches and illUJl4.nated from. behind by aDC powered, hig:h intensity light 
source. "The ca1!llera defIection signals,are generated by the SEL computer 
and converted to 'analog 'in the SEL data acquisition system. Deflection 
buffer amplifiers are used to. adjust the amplitude and offset" of the de
flection signals. Eleven bit DAc's are used to allow for scanning rasters 
of 2048 x 2048 points, although this' actually exceeds the resolution of 
the camera. 

The noise current present in the video output of antmage dissector 
camera system can be attributed to random fluctuations of photo-electrons 
entering the ape.rture, modified by the statistical noise properties of the 
electron multiplicatiqn process. It is necessary to remove this noise 
prior to analog-to-digital conversion. This is accomplished by integrat
ing the video signal for a suitable length of time. Theresulting'signal
to-noise ratio beco~s a function of tube construction, input image 
brightness, and integration time and can be expressed' as (10): . 

where 

SIN (RMS) = ~I(a-l)" At 
ea 

T • mesh transmission = 0.5 
J k = photocathode current density 

(function of image brightness) 
cr- gain/stage of photomultiplier 
e = 1.6 x 10-19 

and At = ~ntegratiop time (inches) 
d = aperture diameter (seconds) 

At IAL/UMC the integrate time can be selected, but 800 microseconds is a 
common time. This relatively long integrate time ~ives a SIN rat;io of over 
40 DB for a relatively bright input image. This has been verified by dig
ital frequency analysis of the video signal. 

The resolving capabilities of an image dissector are determined by 
the shape and size of the dissecting aperture (9). IAL/UMC uses a circu
lar aperture of diameter 1 mile This configuration gives a resolution 
modulation amplitude of 39% at 1000/TV lines per inch on the photocathode • 

. The usable diameter of the photocathode is 1.4 inches, given a resolution 
of 1400 TV lines across the image diagonal. 

Logarithmic conversion via a logarithmic video amplifier allows re
cording of the optical density of a film, rather than transmittance. This 
is an optional feature, allowing better grey shade condition in the darker 
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. rat"easofafilm. An 11 bit analog-to-digita1 converter is used .for the 
'v:l4eoslgnal, a more than sufficient number for grey-shade rendition • 

. .. Bowever', ,this allows less criticaL adjustment of the vid'eo signal amplitude 
,·to:bisure'sufficient quantization levels. ' 

, . 'A, definite advantage oftheIDS sy~tem over the FSS system is its 
, a'bilityto~n large format films, such as 14 inch by 14 inch radiographs. 

With proper optics the IDS can scan small format also. A disadvantage of 
, t~e·tDS system is, the inherent non-uniformities ,in the illuminating light 

source.Cathode,non":uniformity can be typically + 15% over the usable 
surface, while light source non-uniformity, dependsupoIi construc,tion of 
tbesource. In the FSS system non-uniformCRT respons~ could be compen-

·sated£or in real timepy tbl!reference, photomultiplier • For the IDS the 
correction had to b~ made by scanning a blank film and then subtracting or 
dividing each subsequent scan, point by point, by the reference image ar
ray. Subtraction was used for density scans, while division must be used 
for transmittance scans. 

DISPLAY DEVICES 
Conventional CRT 

,The crudest form of digital image reconstruction employed at IAL/UMC 
is a Hew1ett-Packard 1300A X-Y display scope with a DC coupled intensity 
control. X and Y deflection signals gene~ated by the computer position 
the ~eamon the face of the 8 inch by 10 inch scope. The dot intensity 
can either be puise amplitude ~dulated or pulse length modulated. The 
slow: (40KHZ) D to A speed of theSELdataacquisition system requires 
that a'titneexposure ,photograph be made to actually view the resulting 
image. CRT spot size also limits the resolution to something under 512 
picture pOints per picture width. Both of these limitations make for a 
rather marginal image display device, but one'which will suffice·for some 
applications. " ' 

, DICOMED. 30 Image :pi$play, . 
. The second display device used in the Image Analysis Laboratory system 

i,s one that. is designed and manufactured' specifically for displaying dig
ital tmages(Figure6). The DICOMED/30 Image Display is a product of the 
DICO:MED Corporation of Minneapolis, Minnesota. ·The device interface with 
the computer is purely digital and is operated like a computer peripheral. 
The display utilizes a unique ·type of CRT called a dark trace storage tube 
which uses a scotophor inst~dof aph08phorto produce the image. The 
scotophor is depo,sited. upon the 8 itlchviewing surface of the tube. When 
struck by the ele.ctron beam it becomes more opaque and remains so until 
it is erased by thermal neutralization. ~his is in ~ontrast with a phosphor 
CRT which glows only momentarily when it ,is struck by an electron beam. 
This almost infinite persist~ce characteristic of the dark trace storage 
tube makes it ideal for converting digital images into a usable form. 
Under program control the DICOMED display "paiIits" an entire image, one 
raster point at atime,upon the CRTvieWing surface. When illuminated 
.frOm behind by a viewing light, theCR.T face portrays the reconstructed 
image which remains in full view without need for refreshing by the com
puter.' Thus, with this device, the user' can ~ither view the reconstructed 
image 4irect1y or he may desire to make a ~hotograph of it. 

, The'DICOMED display has ~ setl024 by 1024 square raster superimposed 
on the 8 inch circular viewing surface. With digital pictorial data that 
consists of fewer raster points only a portion of the viewing area need be 
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utilized or,. if one wishes, the smaller rasters can be interpolated at 
display time up to the set l024 point raster of the display_ 

The display and its associated control program can reconstruct an im
age from magnetic tape in approximately 100 seconds, the time being near
ly the same regardless of raster size. The· image that is produced has 
high resolution and can contain up to 64 distinct shades of grey. The 
contrast ratio of the display is a maximum of 3 to 1 but thiS can be im
proved upon when producing "hard copy" by using high contrast ;film and 
high contrast· paper to print the reSUlting pictures on. The erasure of 
images is automatic and takes about 15 seconds to complete one erasure. 
This is accomplished by heating the scotophor until the scotophor returns 
to its neutral state. The storage property of the DICOMED Image Display 
makes it ideal for converting digitally coded pictorial data into a use
ful form. 
Disc Memory-TV Display 

The preceding discussions noted that both the CRT and DrCOMED/30 dis
plays were relatively slow devices and that the DICOMED display suffered 
somewhat from low contrast ratio. Both of these problems have been over~ 
come with the high speed disc-image qisplay system recently designed and 
implemented at IAL/UMC (Figure 8). : 

Data transfer rates of conventional magnetic tape drives and digital 
I/O channels are much too slowfor-flicker-free CRT or TV display of 
high resolution digital pictures. In the high speed disc-display system, 
digital picture information is fed to a disc memory at these slow rates, 
then dumped repeatedly to a television monitor at rates high enough to pro
duce a flicker-free image. The system operates as shown iri Figure 4. 
The image data is read from magnetic tape at interface rates, then dumped 
via the SEL DAS digital I/O channel into a 72 x 16 bit buffer array. When 
full, the array is dumped to the disc. The disc is a Data Disc which has 
parallel read/write capabilities on 72 tracks of 100,000 bits per track. 
The disc will hold up to three 525 line pictures or one 945 line picture 
at a time. Once the disc has been filled with the desired picture infor
mation, the computer is free to perform other tasks, as the display then 
acts as a stand-alone facility. The image information is read in parallel 
by 72 heads, converted to analog form by high speed DAC's, and displayed 
as an image on.the television monitor at 30 frames per second with inter
laced alternate frames, producing a flicker-free image. A control switch 
determines which of the three 525 line images on the disc is to be dis
played. 

The television monitor itself has a resolution of 1800 TV lines per 
picture width,adequate for many applicat:ions. The monitor also has a 
contrast ratiO of over 10 to 1, a substantial improvement over the DIeOMED 
display. Also, picture fill time for a 525 line image is less than 20 
seconds compared to 100 seconds for ·the DIeOMED/30 display. 

One of the most distinguishing features of this image display system 
is its interactive capabilities. Although interactive displays are quite 
common in graphics applications,an interactive high tonal, high resolu
tion image display is a rarity. 

This interactive mode is acc9mplished by using an interactive module 
which employs a joystick to position a dot of light on the television mon
itor. The joystick generates X and Y analog voltages which are digitized 
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and compa~~d with the X and y'coordinates being displayed on the monitor. 
When a match occurs, the image information at the lOcation is ignored and 
a white dot displayed.instead. The X and Ycoordinates of the dot' may be 
displayed on a d~gital readout panel or they may be sent upon command in
toSEL memory via the digital chaJlnel on the data acquisition system. In 
this. manner objects in the imag.e field may be outlined and that outline 
recorded in computer memory or. disc. Another use would be to take mea
surements of objects in the image. 

The fast display speed, high contrast, and interactive mode tnake the 
disc image display an.outstanding addition to the display hardware at 
IAL/UMC. 

CONTROL COMPUTER 
Hardware' 

The ~EL 840A digital computer proved to be an effective machine for 
controlling and handling data transfer to and from the various devices 
described above. The SEL 840A is a fast (1.75 microsecond memory cycle 
time), general.,..purpose, 24-bit binary computer and the IAL/UMC installa
tion included an ASA 33 teletype, disc file, magnetic tape unit, printer, 
high speed paper tape reader, card reader, and a SEL Data Acquisition Sys
tem (DAS). The DAS included four ll-bit digital-to-ana1og converters t six 
analog-to".digitalconverters, and twO input and output 24 bit digital chan
nels •.. qg':.these peripherals, orily. the teletype, tape drive, disc, and DAS 
are act;~lly utilized by the image scan,ning, storage, and display system • 

. Softwarll·... •. 
'l'hevarious c,ontrol programs reside UpOll the disc file and are called 

into me~ry for execution by teletype command. The programs are all writ
ten in.;$EL Ass~bler language, .. the largest of which occupies only 4K of 
computer core storage. A much smaller machine than the SEL 840A (16K) 
could be used£or this application. The programs themselves perform three 
categories of functions:. (1) data transfer to and from peripherals and 
devices; (2) data formatting;~ and (3). timing control.' Data 'transfer con
sists : o·f eith~r' initiating block trans!ers or single word transfers to and 
from·the·conver-ters and digital channels in the DEL DAS. Data formatting 
usually involves.quantization and agding of control bits. Finally, the 
timing control function of the programs includes integration control and 
the synchronization of single word transfers. 

When displaying an image on any of the displays, several on-line im
age analysis procedures are included as user options. The first of these 
is a process which calculates the histogram or the distribution of pic
ture points fo~ all sh~des of grey, of the picture being displayed. This 
histogram is then printed out on the line,printer in the form of a graph. 

A second type of on-line picture processing available consists of 
variable quant1zat10n. The user can specify the number of bits he wishes 
to represent each picture pOint, from the maximum of 6 to 8 down to 1 bit 
picture representations. This allows the viewer to get a better feel for 
the magnitudes of the various picture elements. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The image analysis laboratory at the University of Missouri-Columbia 

has sought to build a highly flexible image scanning, storage, and display 
system that could be utilized in a wide range of image analysis applica
tions and research. This has been accomplished through the use of multi
ple scanning and display devices, and the use of an image library for data 
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storage and retrieval. For systems built for a specific" image analysis 
application, the" instrumentation chosen will be application-dependent and 
will be selected on the basis of resolution, spe~d, and "expense. 
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